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About This Game

The Exiled is a fast-paced PvP game set in a forsaken valley. Game worlds last for up to one month. Open PvP and Full
Loot mean that you will to constantly balance risk and reward. Find a group of friends and form a clan to thrive in the valley.
Cooperate or conquer, craft or combat; every decision is critical as you seek to flourish in a forsaken valley. A classless system

means you shape your character to fit your style of play. With no grind, full loot and unrestricted PvP clashes, you must
constantly balance risk and reward as you decide how to interact with the world and your fellow players. Craft equipment,

construct your settlements and build alliances, as you explore challenging open world environments with unique geography and
features. Each skirmish and siege will define your fate, as you vie to win your freedom from The Exiled.

-

Why we're creating The Exiled

To make a long story short: We love PvP but we hate having to grind for it. Doesn't matter if that grind means clicking on rocks
and trees, farming rats or watching our mining lasers overheat on some asteroid. We just want to log into the game, find a friend

or two and compete with an army twice our size. We want a game that takes us seriously as adults and allows us to make our
own diplomatic decisions instead of throwing us in a battleground with a bunch of randomly selected "friends" and "enemies".
We want a game that is constantly changing, keeping us on our toes and forcing us to get better instead of showering us with

meaningless rewards and digital bauble.

-

Meaningful PvP
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Open PvP: Engage other players in combat anywhere, anytime.

Full loot: Carrying high-level equipment into combat means you risk losing it.

Player-run clans: No pre-built factions. You decide who you ally with.

City building and sieges: Build up your own towns - or raze those of your enemies.

-

Skill-based Combat

Full friendly fire: Make sure your fireballs hit the enemy and not your allies.

Line of sight: Hide behind a bush to ambush your enemies - and look behind you!

Footsteps: Every player leaves them behind - want to be a bounty hunter?

-

Free Character Development

15 different class combinations: Have you ever played a Scythe-wielding mage?

80+ combat abilities: Build a lightning wall, lay explosive traps or shoot a hail of arrows.

All equipment is player-crafted: You can tweak your gear to fit your play-style.

-

A Changing World in Conflict

The world of The Exiled is in a state of upheaval. A once peaceful and prosperous trading city turned from a multi-cultural
melting pot into a stone cold dictatorship. You are on the receiving end of this societal change and together with hundreds of

other misfits - criminals, political rebels and adventurers - you get exiled to a barren land -The Valley. Now you have to decide
how to continue your life. Do you become a lone wanderer and live off the lands? Will you join the rebels and try to leave the

valley by force? Or do you turn to your baser instincts and survive by robbing your fellow inmates?
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Honestly even though I've only played a little, I can honestly say this just isn't a good game, and I don't mean an incomplete or
buggy game, just an inheritantly bad game design from top to bottom that simply isn't any fun solo or even in a group. It
markets itself as a sandbox, but it's really just a battle arena in slightly larger arenas with some really lazy crafting thrown in. I
knew in the first 10m it wasn't going to have a future, dug a little deeper just to be sure, was only reaffirmed of my conclusion.

If you enjoy a sandbox, look elsewhere, if you enjoy battle arenas, I still recommend looking elsewhere, as there are far better
of both out there than what you'll find here.. Let me start with this game has ALOT of potential. I have had a great time PKing
people as it takes actual skill. People are writing bad reviews for "getting tanked." Well that's what this game is all about. I also
see bad reviews about "no solo play protection." I can assure you that if u want to pve you have builds available that allow for
you to escape even if 10 people try to gank you. This does however require SKILL so if you can get away then you messed up
and it's your fault. I can't tell you how many 1vX's I have won.

Let's get down to pros and cons.

Pros
\u2022 Full-Loot PvP
\u2022 PvP anywhere anytime
\u2022 Local Banking (forces your to transport your goods if u want to go to other places. Encouraging more PvP
\u2022 No class lock
\u2022 Aimed Abillities
\u2022 Friendly Fire ( forces you to play smart as you can accidentally heal the enemy or damage your teammates)

Cons
\u2022 server issues ( rubber banding)
\u2022 UI is pretty big and ugly
\u2022 Lack of secure trade\/market
\u2022Price point seems high

Keep in mind this is early access and there are bound to be issues.
I would recommend you at least try the 7 day free trial and see if the game is for you. I will be playing for foreseeable future.. 
 important edit 18-05-2017, new players remember that that the 7 day trial is back for season 4. So you can Still try it
out for free, just be aware of the day restriction! 

TL DR :
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game has potential, good combat, it is free for season 3 (at least a months worth of freeplay).
be aware of the risk you are taking though. In my opinion the game really deserves a chance.

Keep an eye on this one, the combat already feels good. WASD movement + skillshots, combat feels fluent, active and skill
based.

Major problem is tough literally no players online. And content seems limited, grind to upgrade skills/gear in order to pvp it
seems.

if you want to try it out, the free version is a 7 day trial, you got basically nothing to loose.

This game might fail for whatever reason, however at least the devs got one thing right for sure, the combat. My
recommendation is to follow the game and seems how it turns out, that is what I will be doing.

EDIT 21/04/2017

After spending some more time ingame, I think the game really does at least deserve a chance.
I really think this has potential, however it does need a stable playerbase. On that note though a few hundred players would be
enough to get it going.

Do note though this is a risk, this might turn into something great. Or it will crash and burn in a catastrophic way. But you don't
have much lose (only time) since the game is free for season 3.

+ great soundtrack
+ combat
+ style (personal opinion)

- not user friendly
- lacking playerbase. I liked this game for it's skill customization. Though the game is not polished enough. Navigation is
HORRIBLE, you have little rocks preventing you from moving in certain paths. The game has Alpha clan pvp, meaning you
either get 6+members online at once, or expect getting ganked HARD. This game prevents you from power leveling, at around
level 5 you don't get much exp, till the rates SLOWLY go up again. If you want to level a certain armor or weapon GOOD
LUCK. You have to find the area that drops the "SPECIAL COLORED" pigment when you slay a mob. Which isn't to bad,
though they DON'T MARK where to go, so you have to guess and\/or grind to find them.

I hope this game gets better, though I just don't see it lasting that long to be honest. Unless they have 10 different
weapons\/armor sets. It is only going to get stale. I respect the concept, but it's a LONG way from being anything worth my
money.. Was fun for a while. Needs more content.. its such a solid game.
its already on point and it COULD be so much fun if only it had any players playing it...
game looks and feels good but the lack of players kills it
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Fun game but has no players and in this game you are very dependant on other players to have a clan, clan workshop and craft
items above +2. The few players that are online will kill you on sight and are russian.

Playing right now: 4
Today's peak: 5
All-time peak: 558. It's kind of sad to see the game in this state, it had so much potential, but I think the Devs simply just bit off
more they could chew. Relying too much on word of mouth what the game has mainly lacked so far is exposure and time. The
game still needs polish and it really lacks it. Sure it is in Early Access, but its very hard to say if the Devs will keep on pushing
for this game after its failed release on steam. If you play this game currently, you will hardly see a soul until peak hours. The
terrain still glitches, there still seems to be a lack of variety in combat, They have introduced one new weapon from its alpha
which is the lance and shield, and it seems utterly broken due to its long melee range, although I cannot say if its balanced in a
pvp perspective because yet again there is no one to fight. I have not played on European servers myself, but with the amount of
lag I will be experiencing doing it. I simply don't think there is a reason to go out of my way and trying to boost my ping on a
game that is half baked at best.

They have released new biomes, boss fights, and new character models for mobs since the Alpha, but the new models seem to
lack some amount of continuity. Like they tried stuffing too many enemy types in one small biome. Which in turn makes the
assests in the game kind of lacking. For example, The revenant faction seems to be made of zombies, wandering humans, bug
people, giant zombie behemoths, mages etc etc. And they all seemed to be focused in one area. Which kind of makes it seem
they took a bunch of random assests that didn't fit and plopped them into one area. I guess the one good thing about the mobs is
that they gave them variety in attacks, but none of the attacks are telegraphed, so you never know when to dodge an attack so
90% of the time you will be hit by an enemy's stun.

 The combat is still kind of Clunky to the point where it still feels that your basics are point and click and not actually skill shots.
The normal control points still take too long to control. It takes a total of 5 minutes, which might not seem like a lot of time, but
for a game where there are hardly any people and the world feels pretty small, it kind of is. The one thing they did change was
that you have to baby sit the control point so monsters don't destroy it, which kind of sucks because from a PVP standpoint
you're forced out in the open and you're just a sitting duck while people will converge on you, rather than carefully hiding in the
brush for a surprise attack. (but since there are no players then there really isn't a point here) Then from a PVE standpoint it
kind of sucks killing weak mobs for five whole minutes that don't offer anything except for equipment exp which every mob
drops in this game+more. I haven't attempted any of the group content or the harder control points because either im pretty sure
from my past experience they all work the same way with the harder content, but with the group content... you already know
what I will probably say about that.

So for the run down... This game is dead, don't invest into it unless the game somehow makes its way on the front store page. At
least then its pretty clear that this game has had a resurgance and the team knows what they're doing in terms of marketing. But
the team simply just don't know how market their game and how to improve on it further which is a shame.. I already played the
beta and the version on the Gamescom last year. Back then the game was already quite polished, but it is no comparison to the
version I just played. The controls are super snappy, the effects are awesome and it is just a lot of fun to take on multiple enemy
players at once and cut them in pieces.

In the beginning it takes some time to fully understand the depth the game offers, with all the clan features and possibilities to
team up, but the fast paced combat got me directly from the start. It is hard to explain, but it kinda plays like a cross breed of a
shooter and a fast MOBA game, but in top down view.

I can definitely recommend the game to everyone who likes fast, intense fights and battle other clans with friends.

Enjoy!. Not a bad game. but not good either... Wouldn't recommend anyone waste their time nor money, there's rubber banding
on a 25 ms ping server... mental, you'd think they would want to make a good impression with the free trial, guess not! if you
buy it, Good luck! very group orientated game.. I tried this game after a friend invited me. We did some fighting together, and
he showed me some things. The idea is good. I mean people in this game might kill you and take your stuff, but it isnt too bad if
you die. I dont understand how a lot of things work, and I would be totally lost without someones help. At least it is better to talk
and work together than try alone, so there is a reason to interact with people. This game has potential and I will watch it as it
develops.. Great game concept
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+ Nice visuals (although the anims might need more polish ;) )
+ Skillbased PVP and full loot
+ responsive devs

- played 3h and have the feeling "i have seen everything" (which of course is not the case since not the complete map was
opened) but it lacked some gameplay options.

Do not let yourself influence by all these negative free trial haters.

Get the game 7 days for free and make your own opinion :). The Good **
+ Action combat system similar to League or Battlerite
+ Open World
+ Interesting and deep settlement construction system
+ Fair variety of builds and skills to use

** The Meh **
- Tutorial is fairly stoic and requires *shudder* ...reading
- I was able to climb to the top 3% of players after a mere 30 minutes of play
- Very dead game with only about 15 concurrent users (but the community can be grown)
- Not a whole lot of direction in the game aside from a MMO style killquests

** The Bad **
- Undeniably cluttered foliage that makes much of the environment look odd
- Foliage also creates a lot of very random collision material that is easy to get stuck on. Like, REALLY easy. (Not really a great
way to put the map together for a pvp focused game, imo).
- Not a whole lot of content aside from capture-the-point hoard mode activities
- Can't really see too much of a point in picking any class. It's really a matter of which animations you like to watch. They all
have everything you need to sustain yourself without offering too much of a tradeoff
- Enemy camps seem to be designed to be raided by a mob of players at once, given that the respawn timers on enemies is about
4 seconds.

** The Ugly **
- Seriously, the foliage. Eyesore city.
- Fairly certain there are no safe zones for pvp, including the area you're spawned into- there's also only one world spawn for
players. What could go wrong?. Was not aware i had to jump through hoops to play this game, gg confirm your email address..
+ Great game concept
+ Nice visuals (although the anims might need more polish ;) )
+ Skillbased PVP and full loot
+ responsive devs

- played 3h and have the feeling "i have seen everything" (which of course is not the case since not the complete map was
opened) but it lacked some gameplay options.

Do not let yourself influence by all these negative free trial haters.

Get the game 7 days for free and make your own opinion :). I was excited for this game specially after trying out Darkfall Rise
of Agon. and I understand that its early access and needs work but some of the ideas in this game are dumb imo. this is what I
seen so far.

Pros-
full loot
there is brushes kinda like in League of legends where you can hide
friendly fire (kinda on the fences on it) but it forces you to play smarter, So unless the people you running with aren't full
potatoes its good.
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There no real safe zones (as far as I seen so far)
love that most abilities are skill shots
Voice comms sound good. You can switch to local and talk to people around you or go to the clan tab and talk to your clan
mates.

Cons-
local banking is garbage\/annoying (in any game that has it) I know the idea behind local banking is to encourage pvp, but its
annoying.

re-spawn KO after you got gank is dumb as well, (which you then can get re-gank if you binded near the place where you died,
which then it just tele you to a different tree) so basically you re-spawn defenseless and can't do anything about it.

its pvp focus but forces you to pve and grind for everything (including abilities), I can understand grinding for crafting gear but
abilities?. you need pigment to level up abilities and some scrolls to learn new ones, they drop from mobs, but its random drops.
Or you can be a pker and loot players and hope they got what you need.

The mechanics are very similar to bloodline champions but less polish and can feel kinda clunky. They don't respond smoothly
at times.

Random lag spikes\/server issues. rubber banding even when my ping and frames are good.

Map - you will get stuck randomly by rocks or whatever is in the way. This is by far the most annoying thing.

Resource gathering is a mini game of defending it (whatever it is you claim) until the timer runs out. Although unique I didn't
like it.

If you desire to be the ultimate troll you can def \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 with people on this. If they're trying to capture
some resources you can destroy it. You can also heal mobs or just pk the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665outta players.
If you're a grifter this game is for you.

Def try to join people as soon as you can. The solo player experience in this game can be pretty punishing. I was picked up by a
Clan almost as soon as I log on to the game and ran with them. Pretty much just zerg anything that moved. So even if the dudes
we were fighting were more skilled than us they still had no chance. but running with others def make the game feel better
though. long live the ZERG!

Other than that, its an ok game. I was gonna recommend this game but after thinking about it, I'm not too sure. I def think
people should at least try it out and form their own opinion on it since it does have some good things to offer. but as it is, it need
work.
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